Adrenal insufficiency in acute oral opiate therapy
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Summary

Opiate drugs such as morphine are in extensive use for pain relief and palliation. It is well established that these drugs can cause changes in endocrine function, but such effects are not always sufficiently appreciated in clinical practice, especially in relation to the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis. Herein, we report on an 18-year-old man who was diagnosed with a slipped left femoral epiphysis following a long history of pain in his leg. On examination, he was thought to look relatively young for his age and therefore the orthopaedic surgeons arranged an endocrine assessment, which showed an undetectable concentration of serum cortisol and a suppressed concentration of testosterone; therefore, he was referred urgently with a diagnosis of hypopituitarism. We elicited a history that he had been treated with opiate analgesics for 3 days at the time of his original blood tests. Full endocrine assessment including a short Synacthen test revealed that he now had normal adrenal and pituitary function. We conclude that his morphine therapy had caused profound suppression of his HPA and pituitary–gonadal axes and suggest that clinicians should be aware of these significant changes in patients on even short-term opiate therapy.

Learning points:

† Therapy with opiates is the standard therapy for severe acute and chronic pain.
† Such drugs cause profound changes in endocrine function.
† Importantly, opiates suppress the HPA axis at a central level.
† Short-term therapy with morphine could be the cause of biochemical adrenocortical insufficiency.
† Morphine and related drugs also suppress the pituitary–gonadal axis.
† After discontinuation of therapy with such drugs, adrenal function improves.

Background

Opiates are important agents in the treatment of pain and have also been used for centuries as substances of abuse (1). They play an important role in the management of chronic and acute pain in many patients, including those with cancer in all age groups (2). Opiate-induced effects in the endocrine system are common and have been recognised for more than a century, but are still poorly understood; these effects represent one of the several described side-effects and possible toxicities associated with the chronic use of opiates (3). Although their effects on gonadal function are well recognised, herein, we present a case of profound adrenal failure after short-term therapy with morphine.

Case presentation

An 18-year-old man with a suspected diagnosis of hypopituitarism was referred by the orthopaedic team. He had initially presented to the Emergency Department with acute-on-chronic pain in his leg following a fall from his bicycle. He had taken codeine 30 mg four times daily for 1 day before presenting to the hospital. He was given 30 mg
c controlled-release hydrocortisone (9). In this report, a patient with back pain on intravenous fentanyl therapy was described, who presented adrenocortical insufficiency (8). Another case report has described a patient with back pain on intravenous morphine and other opiates in humans. Recently, Debono et al. (7) have reported a case of a 21-year-old female with tramadone-induced adrenal insufficiency. Another case report has described a patient with back pain on fentanyl application who presented adrenocortical insufficiency (8).

Discussion

Our case report suggests that short-term therapy with morphine may mimic adrenocortical failure. It is known that opioids and opiates inhibit the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis at multiple levels. The reduced concentrations of CRH and vasopressin reduce the secretion of adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) from the pituitary and the capacity of the pituitary to respond to stimulation and directly interfere with adrenal gland production of cortisol and DHEA independently or by CNS down-regulation. Evidence in the literature also suggests that opiates may interfere with the release of adrenal androgens such as DHEAS (3). According to Tsagarakis et al. (4), the predominant effect of morphine on hypothalamic CRH-41 release in vitro is the suppression of the release induced by a variety of putative neurotransmitters and depolarising agents. Opioid-induced inhibition of the HPA axis is mediated by different mechanisms at the hypothalamic level, with evidence being in favour of 𝛼- and 𝛾-opiate receptor involvement in the control of ACTH release (5), and Delitala et al. (6) observed a drop in serum cortisol concentrations following therapy with morphine and other opiates in humans. Recently, Debono et al. (7) have reported a case of a 21-year-old female with tramadone-induced adrenal insufficiency. Another case report has described a patient with back pain on fentanyl application who presented adrenocortical insufficiency (8). A similar observation has been made in a patient on hydromorphone therapy (9).

We conclude that the use of potent opiate analgesics, even in the short term, may profoundly suppress the HPA axis.
axis as well as the pituitary–gonadal axis, and this may rapidly reverse on cessation of therapy. Clinicians need to be aware of these potent effects if they are to avoid the fallacious diagnosis of hypopituitarism.
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